The link between sequence and conformation in protein structures appears to be stereochemically established.
In search of the link between sequence and conformation in protein structures, we perform molecular dynamics analysis of the effect of stereochemical mutation in end-protected octa-alanine Ac-Ala8-NHMe from poly-L to an alternating-L,D structure. The mutation has a dramatic effect, transforming the peptide from a condition of extreme sensitivity to one of extreme insensitivity to solvent. Examining the molecular folds of poly-L and alternating-L,D structure in atomistic detail, we find them to differ in the relationship between peptide dipolar interactions at the local and nonlocal levels, either conflicting or harmonious depending upon the chain stereochemistry. The stereochemical transformation of interpeptide electrostatics from a condition of conflict to one of harmony explains the long-standing puzzle of why poly-L and alternating-L,D peptides strongly differ in properties such as "stiffness" and solvent sensitivity. Furthermore, it is possible that poly-L stereochemistry is also the fulcrum of protein sensitivity to the effects of amino acid side-chain structures via dielectric arbitrations in interpeptide electrostatics. Indeed the evidence is accumulating that the amino acid side chains differing in alpha-helix and beta-sheet propensities also differ in their desolvating effects in the adjacent and nearest-neighbor peptides and thus possibly in the solvent screening of peptide dipolar interactions.